Foodies, we are happy to offer our TOP recommendations
Our Musts -  Very Close (up to 10 min) -  Walking Distance (up to 20 min) Kosher - 

Pricy - $

Open 24/7 - 

Port Sa'id - Contemporary Israeli   A trendy, young and cool, First-ComeFirst-Served local restaurant-bar-lounge by the popular TLV chef Eyal Shani,
connecting music and food. Tip: Order a few dishes to share with a beer/cocktail on the
side. Har Sinai St. 5 (by the Great Synagogue)  03-6207436
Kab Kem – Thai Celebration
 $ Kab Kem is a culinary experience that
originated in Thailand and refers to a meeting Between friends or family. An evening
accompanied with food, Alcohol and music.  Lincoln 11 Tel Aviv  03-6889960
Santa Katarina - Contemporary Israeli  Fresh updated Mediterranean cuisine.
 Har Sinai St. 2 (behind the Great Synagogue)  058-7820292
Ya-Pan - Japanese Bistro  chef Yuval Ben-Neria (Taizu) brings to TLV a cool
fresh take on a neighborhood bistro and the Japanese izakaya gastro-pubs.
 Nahmani St. 26  03-648-7796
Biccicleta - Contemporary Local   A hip restaurant stashed away in a back
garden of an old Tel Aviv building, with an open kitchen, and an indoor gallery area.
Tip: Sit outside, try a few dishes and enjoy a cocktail/wine/beer on the side.
 Nahalat Binyamin St. 29  03-643-3097

Zfon Abraxas/North Abraxas - Contemporary Local
A vibrant eatery by the popular TLV chef Eyal Shani, simple yet elevated food, served
onto paper placemats covering the table, for a fun dining experience.
 Lilienblum St. 40  03-516-6660

Aria - Contemporary Bistro
This restaurant offers a fresh, diverse seasonal menu, meticulously conjured from
prime raw materials.  Nahalat Binyamin St. 66 (Upstairs)  03-529-6054
Benedict - 24/7 Breakfast Diner   A chain of 24/7 diners known for their
all-day-breakfasts from all over the world and other comfort food.
 Rothschild Blvd 29  03-686-8657
Social Club - Contemporary Bistro 
This contemporary bistro has a sexy New York atmosphere, great cocktails and good
food.  Rothschild Blvd 45  03-560-1114
Cafe Europa/Shipudei Europa/Glidat Europa - Chic Cafe
This hip and chic
restaurant right on Rothschild Blvd has an outside garden, a cocktail bar upstairs,
and now added a neighboring street-food place and an ice-cream parlor.
 Rothschild Blvd 9  03-525-9987

Dalida - Contemporary Mediterranean
Like Dalida, the legendary singer and this place's muse, this trendy restaurant is also
a meeting of East and West, displayed in the blend of Arab-Italian-French cultures
and flavors, the design, the cocktails and the soundtrack in the background. Tip: this
place also has a great bar across the street.
 Zevulun St. 7  03-536-9627

Romano (Teder Bar) - Contemporary Israeli This restaurant-bar-lounge,
founded by the Teder Bar crew and popular TLV chef Eyal Shani, is located on the
second floor of the Romano House, a historic building in South Tel Aviv, connecting
music and food. The menu is daily and based on seasonal, fresh and local vegetables,
fish and seafood.  Derech Jaffa  03-571-9622
Dallal - Euro-Mediteranean
$ This wonderful romantic intimate restaurant
resides in an authentic building in Neve Tzedek with a cuisine that treads the border
between Mediterranean local flavors and European techniques, for dinner, lunch,
breakfast or brunch. Shabazi St. 10  03-510-9292

The Old Man & The Sea - Local/Seafood  (Jaffa)
This is one of the older and more popular restaurants in Jaffa, on Kedem Street
positioned at the top of a hill overlooking the sea, and now it branched out to
another location in the Jaffa harbor, both with a laid-back family atmosphere. The
popular meal includes a selection of 23 fresh salads, warm oven baked pita breads,
lemonade jug, main course of fish (only caught at sea), seafood or meats, and coffee
or tea and Awame for dessert.  Kedem St. 85 (Jaffa)  03-681-8699  Retzif HaAliya
HaShniya St. 101 (at The Jaffa Harbour)  03-544-8820

Goshen – Kosher Meat restaurant
food in Tel Aviv.  Nahalat Binyamin 30

– one of the best places to enjoy tasty Kosher

 03-560-0766
Ha'achim – Israeli food and Atmosphere  – Great local ingredients, an
enjoyable choice for meat lovers and vegetarian. Fair Rates, Great atmosphere.
 Shlomo Ibn Gabirol St 12  03-691-7171
Dok – the Small Brother of Ha'achim – Very Special Israeli Food, Fresh ingredients
and intimate atmosphere.  Ibn Gabirol, 8  03-609-8118
Kitchen Market Chef Gourmet restaurant - is a contemporary gourmet restaurant
on the upper floor of Shuk HaNamal farmer's market in the Tel Aviv port, one of the
city's most beautiful spots.
 Hangar 12, Tel-Aviv Port, Farmers Market 2nd floor  972-3-5446669
Taizu  Taizu’s menu is a chic exploration of local street food from five Southeast
Asian countries: India, China, Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia.
 Via Menachem Begin 23  03-522-5005
Manta Ray - Contemporary Mediteranean Seafood $ Manta ray is a true
beachfront restaurant, located alongside the sands of the beach, and just steps away
from the clashing waves. Our kitchen is unique for its special and creative Middle
Eastern cuisine.  703 Yehezkel Kaufman St.  03-5174773
Hamiznon –Street Israeli food  You Just Have to try this place with Israeli
casual atmosphere, Great food by The famous Checf Eyal Shani, Fair rates and Close
to the hotel. *all food is served inside a "Pita" bread.
 King George St. 30  03-508-1118
Night Kitchen - Dinner with Friends. The feast is built from diverse dishes on the
menu & from special dishes that changes every day. The team & your friends, will
build the feast together, according to your taste, needs & the desirable experience.
During the feast, sharing dishes will be served to the middle of your table, so every
friend will be able to taste as many dishes as possible and feel the kitchen in all of it
flavors & shapes.  Lilienblum 43  03-5660481
Pundak De lux – The Home for Meat lovers in Jaffa. If you are a meat lover, You
HAVE TO go there and try it.  Ole Tzion 7, Near the Flea Market in Jaffa  03-5233186
Café Noir – French/Israeli A wonderful intimate French bistro combining
European dining and local cuisine. Tip: Their signature dish is their schnitzel.
 Ahad Ha'Am St. 43  03-566-3018
Rustico – Italian A Nice Italian Restaurant with variety of choices. Sutiable also
for Families and groups.  Rothschild Blvd St. 15  03-5100039
Vong Vietnam Restaurant – A combination of Traditional food with Up-to-Date
dishes.  Rothschild Blvd St. 15  03-6337171
Bino – by Famous Dr. Shakshuka street food.  Rothschild Blvd St. 73 03-6913088

